Abbreviations used in this paper: GED, GTPase effector domain; LT, lipid tubule; *shi^ts^*, *shibire^ts^*; *Sushi*, suppressor of *shi*; ts, temperature sensitive; wt, wild-type.

Introduction
============

Several important insights into dynamin\'s function in vesicle formation have been revealed by genetic analyses of *Drosophila shibire^ts^* (*shi^ts^*) mutants that have temperature-sensitive (ts) defects in dynamin function ([@bib26]; [@bib15]; [@bib5]; [@bib45]; [@bib11]). At nonpermissive temperatures, *shi^ts^* mutants show rapid paralysis due to use-dependent depletion of synaptic vesicles ([@bib25]). Concurrently, the formation of endocytic vesicles from the presynaptic membrane is arrested at a stage where a protein "collar" surrounds the necks of endocytic intermediates trapped before membrane fission ([@bib15]). Consistent with the semi-dominant phenotypes of *shi^ts^* mutants, purified dynamin forms an oligomeric unit that further assembles into helical structures remarkably similar to collars observed on *shi^ts1^* presynaptic membranes ([@bib14]; [@bib13]; [@bib42]; [@bib41]). Dynamin is an atypical GTPase in that it has a low affinity for GTP, a very high rate of GDP dissociation ([@bib2]), and a relatively high intrinsic rate of GTP hydrolysis, which is further stimulated by self-assembly ([@bib38]). Dynamin is the major GTPase associated with membrane internalization and its abilities to bind and hydrolyze GTP, together with GTP-driven conformational changes, are required for endocytic vesicle formation ([@bib18]; [@bib36]).

Despite intense study, the exact function of GTP hydrolysis by dynamin in vivo and mechanisms of its regulation remain controversial. Dynamin assembly onto artificial templates stimulates GTP hydrolysis by 50- to 100-fold, and it has been proposed that the GTPase effector domain (GED) of dynamin functions as an intramolecular, assembly-dependent GAP ([@bib20]; [@bib32]). However, recent observations have brought this into question, leading to the alternate proposal that GED functions solely as an assembly domain, and not a GAP ([@bib18]). Moreover, the function of assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis by dynamin is particularly controversial. In one view, dynamin\'s assembly-dependent GAP activity acts as a negative regulator of dynamin function ([@bib32], [@bib33]). In the alternative view, the rapid assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis drives a concerted conformational change, akin to a "powerstroke," that generates the force necessary for membrane fission ([@bib13]; [@bib41]; [@bib18]).

These important issues have been difficult to resolve, in part because mutations that clearly separate different functions of dynamin have been hard to obtain. For instance, mutations that inhibit GED-stimulated GTP hydrolysis in vitro also inhibit dynamin assembly ([@bib32]; [@bib18]), and vice versa ([@bib38]). Moreover, the cellular functions of these mutant proteins have been assessed after overexpression in wild-type (wt) cells. The presence of endogenous wt dynamin in these experiments may mask the effects of mutations, making them more moderate in amplitude, and/or otherwise complicate the interpretation of results. In this study, we have attempted to overcome these limitations by appropriate selection of *shibire* mutant alleles in *Drosophila*, analysis of their consequences on endocytosis in vivo, and characterization of their effects on biochemical activities of dynamin in vitro. Our findings provide new insight into the molecular mechanisms of dynamin function and its role in synaptic vesicle recycling.

Results
=======

The *shi^ts2^* mutation corresponds to a Gly to Ser substitution within the switch 2 region of the GTPase domain ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A), known to be involved in GTP binding and hydrolysis ([@bib45]). Our finding that *shi^ts2^* mutant phenotypes are substantially aggravated by a reduction in nucleoside diphosphate kinase, an enzyme that provides GTP pools accessed by dynamin ([@bib16]; [@bib24]), suggested that this mutation might compromise GTP binding. To test this hypothesis, we generated the ts2-homologous amino acid substitution (G146S) in human dynamin-1, whose biochemical properties in vitro have been thoroughly studied (for review see [@bib36]). The validity of this experimental design is supported by (1) the high conservation of GTPase domain sequences ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A) between human and *Drosophila* dynamins ([@bib5]; [@bib45]); (2) the fact that the entire three-dimensional structures of both GTPase domains are easily folded on a template crystal structure of the *Dictyostelium* dynamin A GTPase domain ([@bib22]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} B); and (3) our finding that HeLa cells exhibit a ts defect in endocytosis similar to *shi* ^ts1^ flies when overexpressing dyn1:G273D, the human homologue of *shi* ^ts1^ ([@bib8]).

![**The** *shi^ts2^* **mutation (G146S) is in the highly conserved switch 2 region of the GTPase domain.** (A) Alignment of *Drosophila shibire*, human dynamin-1, and *Dictyostelium* dynamin A around the ts2 mutation shows tightly conserved residues. (B) Threaded structure of human dynamin-1 GTPase domain folded on a template crystal structure of *Dictyostelium* dynamin A GTPase domain ([@bib22]) using Geno3D automatic comparative modeling of three-dimensional protein structure ([@bib6]) and Swiss-PdbViewer (<http://www.expasy.org>). The four consensus GTP binding elements (green arrows) and the locations of the ts1 and ts2 mutations (yellow arrows) are indicated. (C) Temperature dependence of basal GTPase activity of dyn1:wt (○) and dyn1:ts2 (□) measured in the presence of 100 μM GTP.](200502042f1){#fig1}

The *shi^ts2^* mutation reduces GTP affinity
--------------------------------------------

Wt and mutant dyn1:ts2 proteins were purified after expression using baculovirus vectors in insect cells and analyzed at various temperatures for GTPase activity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C). As expected, the dyn1:ts2 mutant protein exhibited a pronounced ts defect in GTPase activity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C), and the ts defect appeared to manifest itself at temperatures above 32°C. This in vitro temperature sensitivity profile corresponded exactly to that determined for defects in endocytosis in vivo when the *shi^ts1^* mutation (G273D) was generated in human dynamin and expressed in HeLa cells ([@bib8]), and likely reflects the fact that *shibire* and human dynamin have evolved to function at different temperatures. Consistent with this interpretation, when a point mutation in mammalian src kinase, which has a restrictive temperature of 37°C, was generated in the *Drosophila* Sevenless tyrosine kinase, the restrictive temperature shifted to 24°C ([@bib35]). Based on these data, we chose room temperature (∼20°C) as the permissive temperature and 39°C as the nonpermissive temperature.

To more precisely identify the ts biochemical defect of dyn1:ts2 responsible for the defect in endocytosis, we compared the Michaelis-Menten kinetics for basal GTPase activity of wt and mutant dynamin at both 20 and 39°C ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, A--C). In this analysis, k~cat~ measures the efficiency of GTP hydrolysis after binding, whereas K~m~, the Michaelis-Menten constant, is a composite term reflecting the rate constants for GTP association, dissociation, and catalysis. Under basal GTPase assay conditions, when hydrolysis rates are low, K~m~ corresponds well with the affinity of dynamin for GTP (see Materials and methods). When unassembled dynamin was assayed at 20°C, both the k~cat~ and K~m~ were slightly increased for dyn1:ts2 relative to dyn1:wt (k~cat~ = 0.7 ± 0.01 min^−1^ and 0.3 ± 0.01 min^−1^; and K~m~ = 65.7 ± 3.8 μM and 35.1 ± 5.3 μM, respectively, for dyn1:ts2 and dyn1:wt) ([Fig. 2, B and C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The basal GTPase activities of both wt and dyn1:ts2 increased by approximately fivefold when assayed at 39°C, and the GTPase activity of dyn1:ts2 remained approximately twofold greater than wt (k~cat~ of 3.7 ± 0.2 min^−1^ vs. 2.1 ± 0.04 min^−1^, respectively). The most significant temperature-dependent effect observed, however, was that the K~m~ for dyn1:ts2 assayed at 39°C was approximately sixfold increased compared with dyn1:wt (226 ± 42 μM vs. 38 ± 3 μM, respectively), suggesting a defect in GTP binding. This was confirmed using a filter assay to directly measure binding of \[^35^S\]GTPγS to dynamin (see [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} G). From these results we conclude, as predicted from earlier genetic analysis, that dyn1:ts2 exhibits a ts defect in GTP binding.

![**Dyn1:ts2 has a ts defect in GTP binding.** (A) The basal rates of GTP hydrolysis were determined in the presence of varying concentrations of GTP for 0.5 μM dyn1:wt (○, •) or dyn1:ts2 (□, ▪) at 20 and 39°C, as described in Materials and methods*.* Shown are averaged data from three independent experiments ± SEM. The k~cat~ (B) and K~m~ (C) values for basal GTPase activity were calculated from the data in A. Errors are SDs from the best-fit curve to the data. (D) Time course of GTP hydrolysis at 39°C for dyn1:wt (•) and dyn1:ts2 (▪) measured in the presence of physiological concentrations of GTP (100 μM). Shown are averaged data from three independent experiments ± SEM. (E--H) Same as for A--D, except that assembly-stimulated GTPase activity was measured in the presence of 0.1 mg/ml lipid nanotubules and 0.1 μM dynamin.](200502042f2){#fig2}

Results consistent with this conclusion were also obtained when dynamin\'s assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis was measured using lipid tubules (LTs) as a template for dynamin self-assembly ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, E--G). The GTPase activity of both proteins was increased 50- to 100-fold upon assembly onto LT templates, and the maximum rate of LT-stimulated GTPase activity measured at 39°C was similar for dyn1:ts2 (93.6 ± 4.4 min^−1^) and dyn1:wt (99.1 ± 3.5 min^−1^) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} F). In contrast, dyn1:ts2 exhibited an approximately sixfold increase in K~m~ for GTP compared with dyn1:wt (208 ± 29 vs. 34 ± 6, respectively) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} G). As the k~cat~ values for these two proteins are comparable, this suggests that dyn1:ts2 exhibits a sixfold decrease in binding affinity relative to dyn1:wt. Importantly, the proteins were found to be indistinguishable in their ability to self-assemble into sedimentable structures at low salt concentration ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A), or into sedimentable helical arrays on LTs at physiological salt concentration ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). From these data we conclude that the major ts defect of dyn1:ts2 is its reduced ability to bind GTP.

![**Dyn1:ts2 and the *Sushi* mutants exhibit wt self-assembly activities.** (A) Wt and mutant dynamin proteins (2 μM) were incubated in 20 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 2 mM MgCl~2~, and 10 mM KCl for 20 min at 39°C. Mixtures were sedimented at 14,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C; pellets (P) and supernatants (S) were collected and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Proteins were detected by Coomassie blue staining. (B) Wt and mutant dynamin proteins were incubated as above except in buffer containing 150 mM KCl and with LTs. Pellets and supernatants after sedimentation are shown. (C) Negative-stained electron micrographs of wt and mutant dynamins assembled onto PI-4,5-P~2~--containing LTs. Bar, 50 nm.](200502042f3){#fig3}

To assess the likely consequences of this defect on the in vivo function of dynamin, we examined basal and LT-stimulated rates of GTP hydrolysis at 39°C in the presence of 100 μM GTP, its estimated concentration in cytosol ([@bib23]). In the presence of this more physiologically relevant GTP concentration, the basal GTPase activity of the ts2 mutation is reduced to 60% of wt dynamin rates ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} D), whereas the LT-stimulated GTPase activity showed a more pronounced defect and was reduced to 33% of wt dynamin rates ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} H). Thus, the ts defect in endocytosis of *shi^ts2^* mutant flies may derive either from the defect in GTP binding or from the consequent decrease in assembly-stimulated GTPase activity.

Second-site mutations in switch 1 or GED suppress all *shi^ts2^* phenotypes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strong evidence that the defect in endocytosis in *shi* ^ts2^ is due directly to its GTP binding defect rather than indirectly to a defect in GTP hydrolysis is derived from our analysis of a new class of dynamin mutants. The so-called Suppressor of shi (*Sushi*) mutations were identified in an earlier genetic screen for mutations that suppressed defects in *shi^ts2^* dynamin ([@bib27]). These mutations did not perceptibly alter protein levels ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A, top), but dramatically rescued the ts, paralytic phenotype ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A, bottom). Similarly, synaptic transmission in the visual system of *Drosophila*, lost in *shi^ts2^* mutants at 30°C, was restored by the suppressor mutations (Fig. S1, available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200502042/DC1>). Multiple lines of experimentation establish that all of the synaptic defects in *shi^ts2^* mutants were rescued by the *Sushi* mutations. Specifically, synaptic vesicle endocytosis, which can be directly monitored as uptake of the fluorescent tracer FM1-43 into stimulated nerve terminals ([@bib1]; [@bib28]), was completely blocked in *shi^ts2^*, but occurred efficiently in the presence of the *Sushi* mutations ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} B). The synaptic vesicle protein synaptotagmin, normally present in tight vesicle clusters localized within presynaptic varicosities, was redistributed along the axon of *shi^ts2^* mutants stimulated at elevated temperatures ([@bib10]); however, consistent with restored endocytosis, no such redistribution was observed in the presence of the suppressor mutations ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} C). Finally, electrophysiological studies demonstrated that the synaptic depression that accompanies use-dependent vesicle depletion at *shi^ts2^* nerve terminals was not observed in the presence of the suppressor mutations ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} D). Thus, each of the suppressor mutations fully restores to wt both the behavioral and cellular defects of *shi* ^ts2^ mutants.

![***Sushi* mutations completely suppress** *shi^ts2^* **mutant phenotypes.** (A) The three *Sushi* (suppressor of *shi^ts2^*) mutations (*VS2*, *KVS*, and *Shy*) do not alter levels of dynamin (top), but all completely rescue the ts paralytic behavior of *shi^ts2^* mutants (bottom). (B) Synaptic vesicle endocytosis, indicated by uptake of the fluorescent endocytic tracer FM1-43 into stimulated nerve terminals, is completely blocked in *shi^ts2^* but occurs efficiently in the presence of the *Sushi* mutations. (C) The synaptic vesicle protein synaptotagmin is trapped on the presynaptic plasma membrane and diffuses along the axon of *shi^ts2^* nerve terminals stimulated at elevated temperatures (third panel), but shows normal (left two panels) synaptic vesicle distribution in the presence of the *Shy*, *KVS*, or *VS2* mutations (right panels). (D) In the presence of the suppressor mutations, enhanced synaptic depression caused by use-dependent depletion of synaptic vesicles at *shi^ts2^* nerve terminals stimulated at 10 Hz at 30°C is not observed (*n* = 5 for *ts2* and *VS2* and 4 for *Shy* and *KVS*). (E) Domain structure of dynamin including GTPase and GED, to which *Sushi* mutations *VS2*, *KVS*, and *Shy* are mapped. All three mutations identify residues conserved between *Drosophila shibire* and human dynamin-1.](200502042f4){#fig4}

Recombination analysis had mapped these *Sushi* alleles to within ∼100 kb of the *shi* gene, identifying them as probable intragenic suppressors of *shi^ts2^* ([@bib27]). The ts2 mutation is located within the switch 2 region of the GTPase domain, which in other GTPases undergoes major conformational changes in response to GTP binding and provides a site of interaction with GAP molecules ([@bib47]). Because the identity and biochemical effects of these mutations had the potential to establish specific mechanisms that underlie dynamin function, we sequenced the *shibire* gene in the *Sushi* mutant strains and confirmed that they were truly intragenic suppressors of *shi^ts2^* ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} E). One of the *Sushi* mutations *(*R59C, corresponding to *VS2*) mapped near the switch 1 region of dynamin\'s GTPase domain, which like switch 2 undergoes large conformational changes upon GTP binding and hydrolysis. Remarkably, two of the suppressor mutations (A738T and T749I, corresponding to *KVS* and *Shy*, respectively) mapped to the COOH-terminal region of GED, the putative assembly-dependent GAP domain of dynamin. These genetic data, in themselves, provide strong support for functional interactions between the switch 2/switch 1 and switch 2/GED regions of dynamin.

*Sushi* mutations reduce assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis
-----------------------------------------------------------

To explore the mechanisms by which *Sushi* mutations cause the observed dramatic functional suppression of *shi^ts2^*, we expressed human dynamin corresponding to the three *Sushi* alleles (dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^*, dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^*, and dyn1:ts2/R59C*^VS2^*) and analyzed their biochemical activities at 39°C, relative to the parent molecule, dyn1:ts2 ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, A--F). Strikingly, none of the *Sushi* mutations repaired the ts2 defect in GTP binding as assessed, either by the K~m~ for GTP hydrolysis measured under basal conditions ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} C) or directly using a filter-binding assay ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} G). Although the K~m~ values for GTP hydrolysis measured under assembly conditions were significantly decreased in the *Sushi* mutants compared with dyn1:ts2 mutant ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} F), they remained significantly higher than dyn1:wt. Moreover, as previously discussed, because LT-stimulated rates of GTP hydrolysis are high and variable for these different proteins, K~m~ measured under these conditions is not a direct measure of GTP binding affinity. Therefore, from these data we conclude that rescue of the endocytosis defect in vivo by the second-site *Sushi* mutants does not correlate with an increased GTP binding affinity measured in vitro.

![**Second-site *Sushi* mutations alter basal and assembly-stimulated rates of GTP hydrolysis.** (A) Unstimulated rates of GTP hydrolysis were determined at 39°C as described in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^*, dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^*, and dyn1:ts2/R59C*^VS2^*as indicated. Data for wt and ts2 are redrawn from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Values shown are averages from independent experiments ± SEM, *n* = 3 for dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^* and dyn1:ts2/R59C*^VS2^*, *n* = 6 for dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^* because this mutant exhibited more variable results probably due to some aggregation, which would artificially enhance basal GTPase activity. The k~cat~ (B) and K~m~ (C) values for basal GTPase activity were calculated from the data in A. Errors are SDs from the best-fit curve to the data. (D--F) Same is in A--C except that the LT-stimulated rates of GTP hydrolysis were determined for each of the *Sushi* mutants in three independent experiments. (G) Filter assay for binding of \[^35^S\]GTPγS to wt and mutant dynamins at 39°C, performed as described in Materials and methods. Shown are dot blots from a single experiment performed in triplicate, with or without 2 μM dynamin and 25 μM GTPγ^35^S along with quantitation of the average ± SD from three such independent experiments.](200502042f5){#fig5}

Rather than reversing the GTP binding defect, each of the *Sushi* mutations instead resulted in a significant decrease in the basal GTPase activity relative to the parent molecule, dyn1:ts2 ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} B). In the case of dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^* and dyn1:ts2/R59C*^VS2^* the basal rates of GTP hydrolysis were threefold reduced relative to dyn1:ts2; whereas the basal rate of dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^* was twofold reduced relative to dyn1:ts2. Thus, in vivo rescue by all three second-site *Sushi* mutations correlated with a decrease in the basal GTPase activity of dyn:ts2.

The effects of the dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^* and dyn1:ts2/R59C*^VS2^* mutations on assembly-stimulated GTPase activity were less pronounced, although both exhibited lower rates than either dyn1:wt or dyn1:ts2. Interestingly, the assembly-stimulated GTPase activity of dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^* was reduced by ∼60% compared with either dyn1:ts2 or wt dynamin ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} E), suggesting that assembly-stimulated GTPase activity may not be rate-limiting for dynamin function at the synapse. From these data we conclude that the reduced GTP hydrolysis rate of the parent *shi* ^ts2^ protein observed at physiological GTP concentrations ([Fig. 2, D and H](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was not responsible for the endocytosis defect in vivo. Indeed, the ability of the second-site *Sushi* mutations to rescue the endocytosis defect in vivo correlated with their affecting a further reduction in the basal GTPase activity measured in vitro.

Mutations in the NH~2~-terminal region of GED (e.g., K694A and I690K) were previously shown to inhibit dynamin self-assembly and thus to indirectly impair assembly-stimulated GTPase activity ([@bib32]; [@bib18]; [@bib38]). In contrast, the *Sushi* mutations map to the COOH-terminal region of GED and have no effect on dynamin\'s ability to self-assemble, as assessed by sedimentation assays either upon dilution into low salt buffers or when incubated with LTs at physiological salt ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). The helical arrays formed by the *Sushi* GED mutants when assembled on LTs were indistinguishable by negative-stain EM from those observed with either dyn1:wt or dyn1:ts2 ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} C). Moreover, although the absolute rates of assembly-stimulated GTPase activity for dyn1:ts2/T749I*^Shy^* and dyn1:ts2/A738T*^KVS^* were reduced relative to dyn1:ts2, all three proteins exhibited a comparable (∼30-fold) increase in GTPase activity when assayed in the presence of the lipid template. Finally, because the *Sushi* mutants are fully functional in vivo and self-assembly is essential for endocytosis ([@bib38]), it is unlikely that self-assembly is impaired by the COOH-terminally located *Sushi* mutations in GED.

We verified a role for the COOH-terminal residue A738 in assembly-stimulated GTPase activity by analyzing the biochemical properties of the single mutant, dyn1:A738T (Fig. S2, available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200502042/DC1>). As expected, this single mutation in GED did not affect K~m~, and interestingly had no effect on basal GTPase activity when expressed in the context of the wt GTPase domain. However, dyn1:A738T exhibited an ∼50% reduction in LT-stimulated GTPase activity, similar to its effect on assembly-stimulated GTPase activity when present in the context of dyn1:ts2. Together, these data suggest that the novel *Sushi* mutations uncouple GED\'s role in self-assembly from GED\'s activity as an assembly-dependent GAP. Moreover, because a reduction in GED\'s GAP activity restores endocytosis, we conclude that GED negatively regulates dynamin\'s function in vivo.

Discussion
==========

Intragenic suppressor analysis is a powerful tool to identify individual contributions of distinct biochemical activities contained in a complex enzyme ([@bib34]). By characterizing biochemical defects in *shi^ts2^* mutant dynamin and specifying activities altered by intragenic suppressor mutations isolated in a classical genetic screen, we are able to draw model-independent conclusions regarding mechanisms critical for function of the dynamin GTPase in synaptic vesicle recycling. Our results reveal that, as for classical GTPases, the switch 2 region in dynamin\'s GTPase domain participates in GTP binding and functionally interacts with GED, dynamin\'s GAP domain, to mediate both assembly-stimulated and basal GTPase activity. We identify residues in the COOH-terminal segment of GED that functionally interact with switch 2 and participate in its activity as a GAP domain mediating dynamin\'s assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis. Furthermore, the observed effects of the COOH-terminal GED mutations on basal GTPase activity suggest that GED might also function to stabilize the switch 2 region and contribute to catalysis in the unassembled state. This mechanism for stimulated GTPase activity is likely to be conserved among dynamin-related proteins, based on the observation that deletion of the last six amino acids in the functionally related COOH-terminal GED region of MxA abrogates its GTPase activity ([@bib31]). The data are consistent with a mechanism in which GED functions, like RGS-type GAPs ([@bib30]; [@bib29]), to regulate GTP hydrolysis by interacting with and stabilizing the switch 2 region of the GTPase domain.

The *Sushi* mutations were selected for their ability to restore the biological function of the ts2 mutant *shibire,* which we have shown is defective in GTP binding. Strikingly, restoration of *shi* ^ts2^ function in vivo correlated not with an improved affinity for GTP---mutations rarely enhance protein function---but with a decrease in GTPase activity in vitro. The correlation was highest when we considered the GTPase activity of dynamin in its unassembled state. Our experiments show clearly that a mutant dynamin\'s compromised ability to bind GTP can be counter-balanced by a second-site mutation that compromises dynamin\'s GAP activity, suggesting that GAP activity functions, at least in part, to control the level of dynamin•GTP, and that this balance is essential for endocytosis in vivo. Thus, the simplest interpretation of our findings is that dynamin\'s GAP activity negatively regulates critical aspects of its function in vivo. This interpretation is consistent with the properties of all known GTPases. These findings are also consistent with earlier analyses of GED mutations ([@bib33]), but make a far more compelling case, in part because these *Sushi* mutations in GED cleanly separate its function in assembly from its subsequent role in GTPase stimulation, and in part because the mutant dynamin replaces endogenous dynamin resulting in a far more dramatic in vivo phenotype.

Several laboratories have shown that dynamin\'s basal GTPase activity is essential for clathrin-mediated endocytosis ([@bib12]; [@bib46]; [@bib7]; [@bib18]; [@bib37]); thus, it is not surprising that the functional *Sushi* alleles still retain significant GTPase activity. That a two- to threefold decrease in GTPase activity of the dyn1:ts2 mutant in vitro suffices to restore *shi* ^ts2^ function in vivo would be consistent with a critical role for dynamin GTPase activity as a kinetic timer monitoring endocytic events. Indeed, haplo-insufficiency of the dynamin-related protein OPA1 is known to cause inherited optic neuropathy in humans ([@bib44]), consistent with our suggestion that dynamin activity must be tightly regulated for correct in vivo function.

Arguments regarding the mechanisms governing dynamin\'s function in membrane fission have been polarized between purportedly exclusive models. However, the existence of a regulatory GTPase-like mechanism for unassembled dynamin during critical early stages of endocytosis does not exclude a subsequent requirement for self-assembly and assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis in late stages of endocytosis, as argued by several mutational and pharmacological studies ([@bib42]; [@bib33]; [@bib18]; [@bib36]; [@bib38]). Indeed, a function for dynamin after collar assembly has long been indicated by classic morphological studies of *shi^ts1^* ([@bib15]). Biochemical analyses of the GTPase properties of dyn1:ts1 (corresponding to G273D in human dynamin-1) were precluded by its complete inactivity in vitro (unpublished data). Nonetheless, that this post-collar function of dynamin occurs after GTP binding is indicated by the observation that, unlike *shi^ts2^*, paralysis of *shi^ts1^* flies is insensitive to reduction in levels of nucleoside diphosphate kinase ([@bib4]).

Based on these considerations and our new findings, we suggest a two-step model for dynamin function ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) in which an initial regulatory GTPase-like mechanism operates during early, rate-limiting steps in endocytosis, whereas self-assembly and assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis are essential for later stages in vesicle formation. In this model, dynamin might function early in endocytosis as a scaffolding molecule, interacting through its COOH-terminal proline/arginine-rich domain with SH3 domain--containing endocytic accessory factors that control coated pit assembly and maturation. It is possible that dynamin\'s interactions with SH3 domain--containing effectors are influenced by its GTP-bound state and/or by GTP turnover at steady state, although this has not been shown. Nonetheless, we suggest that dynamin\'s interactions with these effector molecules enables it to function as a kinetic timer monitoring molecular events during early stages of coated pit formation and maturation. At later stages, dynamin self-assembles at the necks where assembly-stimulated GTP hydrolysis may function directly in membrane fission. In this model, dynamin assembly controls the transition to late events in vesicle formation, and may be triggered by accessory proteins, for example amphiphysin or SNX9 ([@bib49]; [@bib39]) and/or by the accumulation of dynamin•GTP, as it is known that dynamin self-assembly, under physiological conditions, is strongly enhanced in the presence of nonhydrolyzable analogues of GTP ([@bib42]; [@bib3]). Finally, there is now considerable evidence that GTP hydrolysis by assembled dynamin drives concerted conformational changes that can generate a constrictive force on liposomes and LTs, which would facilitate vesicle release. ([@bib41]; [@bib40]; [@bib43]; [@bib18]; [@bib9]) GTP hydrolysis also triggers rapid disassembly of the dynamin complex ([@bib48]), which might influence interactions with accessory proteins required for membrane fission and/or recycling. Although we provide compelling evidence that presynaptic dynamin functions mechanistically like a regulatory GTPase whose activity is negatively regulated by an internal GAP, further experiments are required to completely establish the details of both early and post-collar events in endocytic vesicle formation.

![**Distinct early and late functions for dynamin: a two-step model for dynamin function in endocytosis.** A model that incorporates current and previously published observations ([@bib15]; [@bib13]; [@bib42]; [@bib41]; [@bib32]; [@bib18]) on dynamin\'s role in endocytosis. The model postulates an initial regulatory GTPase function for dynamin during a rate-determining precollar step in which the steady-state levels of dynamin GTP hydrolysis and/or dynamin•GTP are critical. These parameters are positively regulated by nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDK) and negatively regulated by dynamin\'s GED, an internal GAP domain. The *shi^ts2^* mutation impairs GTP binding, and the defect is restored by the three intragenic *Sushi* mutations, which impair GTPase activity and may function to stabilize dynamin•GTP. A subsequent post-collar step in endocytosis requires dynamin self-assembly and GTP hydrolysis, both of which are mediated, in part, by GED.](200502042f6){#fig6}

Materials and methods
=====================

*Drosophila* culture and stocks
-------------------------------

Flies were raised on medium consisting of instant food, agar, and oatmeal supplemented with yeast. All stocks were maintained at 25°C under uncrowded conditions, except for *shi^ts^* stocks, which were maintained at 21°C. Wt Oregon-R was from Danny Brower\'s lab (University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ); *shi* and *Sushi* mutant alleles were from the Ramaswami lab collection.

Sequencing *Sushi* mutations
----------------------------

Sequencing of *Sushi* mutations was performed after detecting mutations in *shi* coding sequences PCR amplified from heterozygous *Sushi* cDNA. Mutation detection was done using dHPLC that detects altered melting temperature of DNA duplexes with single-base mismatches. After mutation detection, specific polymorphic cDNA fragments were amplified and sequenced. Both mutation detection and sequencing were done in the Genomics and Technology Core (GATC) facility at the University of Arizona.

Western blotting
----------------

For Western blotting, samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and gels were electroblotted onto Hybond-PVDF (Amersham Biosciences), blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk powder in PBS/0.5% Tween 20, and incubated with a 1:1,000 dilution of anti-dynamin Ab2074. A 1:1,000 dilution of mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin was used as loading control. Detection was done with an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Cappel) and developed with an ECL detection system (Amersham Biosciences), according to the manufacturer\'s directions. For comparing relative amounts of dynamin, we selected a dilution of lysate (1/2 head for dynamin) at which the ECL signal was maximally sensitive, and corresponded roughly linearly, to protein concentration.

Analysis of synaptic depression
-------------------------------

Electrophysiological recordings were made from larval bodywall muscle 6 within A2, with the larval preparation immersed in a low volume of the HL3 saline. Electrophysiology was performed as described previously ([@bib21]). Larvae were dissected and positioned on a sylgard dish tightly clamped on a custom-designed stage that could be heated and cooled with a Peltier temperature controller (Physitemp). At a bath temperature of 30°C, larval ventral longitudinal muscle 6 was impaled with a glass microelectrode. In all experiments, the central nervous system was gently removed to prevent endogenous motor firing. Motor nerves were stimulated with glass-tipped suction electrodes. For intracellular recordings, electrodes pulled from borosilicate capillary tubes were backfilled with 3 M KCl, yielding resistances of 10--15 MΩ. To ensure good recordings, preparations with resting potentials more positive than −60 mV were discarded. Excitatory junction potentials (EJPs) were elicited by stimuli delivered at 10 Hz and were recorded with Axoscope 1.0 software (Axon Instruments, Inc.). The combination of high temperature and high frequency stimulation occasionally led to nerve conduction failure in the larval preparation. To ensure continuous nerve activity, we increased the stimulus pulse duration to 5 ms and carefully monitored EJPs to verify recruitment of both motor neurons, adjusting the stimulus intensity as necessary. We determined EJP amplitude for each time point (taken at 30-s intervals) by taking the average of five EJPs measured at this time point. The data shown derive from 3--5 different larvae of each genotype. Quantal content for each time point was calculated using a correction factor to account for nonlinear summation of quanta ([@bib19]). Data plotting was done based on the nonlinear regression curve-fitting method using GraphPad software.

Analysis of FM1-43 uptake at larval motor terminals
---------------------------------------------------

Wandering third-instar larvae were filleted to reveal the entire musculature and nervous system; the central nervous system was left attached. Because complete block in endocytosis at *shi^ts^* larval motor terminals requires temperatures ∼6°C higher than the restrictive temperature for adult paralysis ([@bib28]), we tested for endocytic block at 33°C. High K^+^ stimulation was with 60 mM K^+^ saline for 2 min at 33°C in the presence of 4 μM FM1-43. We initially focused our attention on the synapses innervating muscles 6 and 7 of abdominal segments A-2 and A-3; however, we observed more consistent results when we considered all of the visible muscle fibers. The preparations were examined with a Zeiss Axioskop through a water immersion lens (63×, NA 0.9). Images were captured using a chilled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) and MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Corp.). After background subtraction (muscle surface close to bright boutons), digitized images were identically stretched and processed to maximize contrast in the brighter image, while preserving the relative intensities between control and experimental samples. Experiments were performed in pairs---one control and one experimental animal were treated together.

Analysis of synaptotagmin distribution in boutons
-------------------------------------------------

High K^+^ stimulation was with 60 mM K^+^ saline for 5 min at the specified temperature. After stimulation and before fixation, the high K^+^ saline was replaced briefly (∼5 s) with prewarmed calcium-free saline to relax the preparation. Fixation and synaptotagmin antibody staining were done as previously described ([@bib21]) using anti-synaptotagmin pAb (DSYT-2) from Hugo Bellen and Texas red--conjugated anti--rabbit secondary antibodies (Cappel). Images of bouton fields in muscle 6 and 7 were obtained with a 100× objective, 1.3 NA oil-immersion objective using a cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments with a KAF1400 chip) and MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Corp.). 30-μm-thick sections of the bouton fields were deconvolved using Autodeblur and single sections showing a single branch of boutons were selected.

Baculovirus-based expression of mutant dynamins
-----------------------------------------------

Point mutations corresponding to ts2 (G146S) with or without the second-site *Sushi* mutants, corresponding to VS2 (R59C), KVS (A738T), and Shy (T749I) were introduced into human dynamin 1 by the QuikChange method (Stratagene), following manufacturer\'s instructions. All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. Recombinant baculoviruses were generated using BaculoGold linearized baculovirus DNA according to the manufacturer\'s instructions (BD Biosciences). Dynamin was expressed in Tn5 insect cells and purified by affinity chromatography using amphiphysin II SH3 domain conjugated to GST (SH3-GST) ([@bib18]). Purified dynamin was dialyzed against the storage buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 150 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, and 1 mM DTT) and stored at −80°C after freezing in liquid nitrogen. Protein concentration was determined by OD280 using the extinction coefficient of 56170 for dynamin. Results presented were verified with two independent preparations of wt and mutant dynamins.

Determining K~m~ and k~cat~ for basal and LT-stimulated GTPase activities
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GTP hydrolysis was measured at various concentrations of GTP using a colorimetric assay to detect released inorganic phosphate, in the absence or presence of PI-4,5-P~2~--containing lipid nanotubules, as previously described ([@bib38]). The initial, linear rate of GTP hydrolysis at each concentration of GTP was determined from the time courses and plotted against the concentration of GTP. The data shown are average values ± SEM from three independent experiments generated using two independently purified preparations of each protein. The Michaelis-Menten rate constants were determined using KaleidaGraph software by curve-fitting the data to the Henri-Michaelis-Menten equation (Rate of GTP hydrolysis = Vmax\[GTP\]/K~m~ + \[GTP\]) for the reaction:![](s1.jpg)

K~m~ = (k~off~ + k~cat~)/k~on~, whereas Kd = k~off~/k~on~; therefore, under conditions of basal GTPase activity, the K~m~ for GTP closely approximates the Kd for GTP binding because the GTP off-rate of 2 s^−1^ ([@bib2]) is high compared with the basal GTP hydrolysis rate of ∼0.03--0.06 s^−1^.

Filter assay for GTP binding
----------------------------

Direct binding of \[^35^S\]GTPγS (40 μCi/ml, Amersham Biosciences) to dynamin was measured using a filter-binding assay ([@bib17]; [@bib18]), modified as previously described ([@bib37]) to give reproducible results despite dynamin\'s low affinity (\>10 μM) and the very rapid dissociation rate constant (2 min^−1^) for GTP ([@bib2]). As controls we showed that binding was inhibited by unlabeled GTP, but not ATP, and confirmed that the dynamin mutants known to be defective in GTP binding indeed bind only background levels of nucleotide ([@bib37]).

EM of dynamin assembled on lipid nanotubules
--------------------------------------------

Wt and mutant dynamins (10 μM) were incubated with P-I4,5-P~2~--containing LTs at 39°C and then were adsorbed to carbon-coated EM grids. Samples were negatively stained with 1% uranyl acetate, then viewed and photographed using an electron microscope (Philips) at 105,000×. Negatives were scanned, and then inverted and adjusted for contrast using Adobe Photoshop.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows representative electroretinograms of the light-evoked visual responses recorded in the eyes of wt, *shi^ts2^*, and *Sushi* mutant flies. The data show that the ts synaptic transmission defect measured in *shi^ts2^* flies is corrected by each of the three *Sushi* mutations. Fig. S2 shows the Michael-Menten kinetics for basal and LT-stimulated GTPase activities of two independently isolated preparations of dyn1:A738T compared with dyn1:wt. Assays were performed in triplicate. Online supplemental material available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200502042/DC1>.
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